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Simply Text HELP for a Good Cause
The Disasters Emergency Committee (DEC) is an umbrella organisation
that has collected donations on behalf of 13 charity agencies, including
Oxfam and Save the Children, for over fifty years. The charities use the

Quick Take

proceeds to deliver effective and timely help to people affected by
major disasters, such as floods, earthquakes or famine.

At a glance

Background

Industry:
•

Charitable Fundraising

•

Mobile Payments

In 2010 the DEC wanted to introduce donations by text message as
an additional fundraising option to online, cheque and bank or Post
Office deposits from the general public. Text message donations are an

Solutions:

immediate, easy to use and widely available channel that can open up

•

OpenMarket SMS Gateway

new ways of fundraising, particularly with a younger audience or with

•

OpenMarket Premium and Bulk
SMS

donors who don’t own a credit card.

•

CMX2

Moreover, text message donations are an important and complementary

•

Bespoke gift aid solution

way to raise further revenue from existing donors because people can
immediately respond to charitable calls to action when they see an

Benefits:

advertisement in the street or on television in the aftermath of a major

•

Raised brand awareness in the
mobile channel

•

Increased CRM functionality for
communicating with donors

•

Expanded fundraising options
and opened up donations to
wider audience

The DEC required a dedicated short code ready to go live at short

Increased consumer response
rate

mobile fundraising campaigns on an ongoing basis.

•

emergency.

The Challenge

notice. In addition, the DEC needed a mobile partner that could handle

OpenMarket, an award-winning mobile transaction hub, was chosen by
the DEC to meet this challenge. The company handles mobile payments
OpenMarket provides the Disasters
Emergency Committee (DEC) with
SMS fundraising platform for the
Pakistan Flood Appeal

and messaging services for a wide range of large consumer brands,
agencies and start-up digital content businesses in Europe and the U.S.

The Solution
Almost as soon as the partnership was agreed, it was put to a first test
as the Pakistan floods hit, affecting 20 million people and destroying
or damaging 1.9 million homes. While aid agencies on the ground were
working hard to reach the people affected by the floods, the DEC
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launched its Pakistan Floods Appeal in the UK. The 70707 short code
was allocated to the appeal and within only two days of the emergency
being declared a disaster, OpenMarket had the short code up and
running, receiving and processing the first mobile donations.

“

OpenMarket impressed us with
their flexible approach and reliable
platform and clearly had the vision
and innovative power we felt we
needed in a long term partner.

Ads with the short code were placed on London Underground,
projected onto prominent buildings and displayed at a Pakistan-England
cricket test match. The short code was also advertised on the DEC’s
Facebook and Twitter pages. Donors could give £5 by simply texting the
word GIVE, DONATE or AID to 70707. The donation was then added to
their mobile phone bill and collected through the network operator.
OpenMarket also implemented a gift aid mechanism to enable the
DEC to increase the value of each £5 donation by claiming gift aid on
top of the donation. Donors giving through an SMS text message were
automatically sent a message in return asking whether they wanted to

OpenMarket provides a very user
friendly, intuitive console for
managing mobile campaigns so
we can set up a new campaign on
our own quickly and easily. This
is essential as we cannot waste
valuable time when help is needed
following a disaster.

opt in for gift aid. More than 60 per cent chose to opt in, contributing
more than £1 on top of each £5 donation. Donors could also opt in to be
contacted again with future appeals.

Benefits and Results
While donors giving to the Pakistan Floods Appeal via SMS had to pay
their standard network rate for the text message sent, in future the short
code 70000 will be free for consumers to use.

By implementing the opt-in
mechanism, we are now also able
to build a relationship with donors
where we can contact them again
during future campaigns. The more
we can engage with our donors, the
more money we can hopefully raise
for a good cause.

OpenMarket is now looking at opening up additional mobile payment
mechanisms for the DEC to utilise in future campaigns, using the mobile
internet and the OpenMarket Payforit scheme, which is supported by all
UK operators.
The Pakistan Flood Appeal is still running and has so far collected £64
million in total.

Kath Hindley, Deputy CEO, DEC
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